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ON CERTAIN BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS ̂(«)/7
BY

WINFRIED JUST AND ADAM KRAWCZYK

Abstract. We consider possible isomorphisms between algebras of the form

^((o)//, assuming CH. In particular, the solution of a problem of Erdös and Ulam

is given. We include some remarks on the completeness of such algebras.

0. Notation and summary of results. We use standard set-theoretical terminology.

By Fin we denote the ideal of finite subsets of w—the set of natural numbers. We

consider Boolean algebras of the form !?(u)/I, where I is an ideal containing Fin.

Throughout this paper I and / will denote such ideals.

The algebra ^(co)/Fin plays an important role in general topology, particulary in

the study of ßu \ w. The following ideals are also of certain significance, especially

in number theory:

Z0=acw:  £-<oo
\ «en

Z, = I a c w:   lim- = O)—the ideal of sets of density 0,

logw
Z2 = {a c a:   lim     "ean/"v-— = 0 —the ideal of sets

( m-oo lOgW I

of logarithmic density 0.

Notice that we identify each natural number with the set of its predecessors.

Hence a C\ n = [k: k < n Sck cz a).

Assuming the Continuum Hypothesis (CH) holds, Erdös and Monk proved that

¡P(a)/I0 and &(u>)/Ym are isomorphic (written &>(u)/I0 » ^»(w)/Fin). Erdös and

Ulam raised the question whether &(a)/Ix and ^(co)/Z2 are isomorphic if CH is

assumed (see [1, Question 48; 2, pp. 38-39]).

Our main purpose is to formulate conditions on I and J implying &(w)/I -

£?(<j)/J. All results of this kind were obtained under the assumption of CH. We do

not know whether it is possible to prove or show the independence of these theorems

without the assumption of CH.

Our first criterion is a topological one. We identify each subset of co with its

representing function. Then @(w) carries in a natural way the topology of the

Cantor set, the basic sets being of the form Us = {a e ^(w): a ¡ Dom(í) = s),
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where s is some function mapping a finite subset of w into {0,1}. Since each Us is a

clopen set, Fin and Z0 are Fa subsets of @(u), while /, and I2 are FaS subsets.

In view of this observation the above-mentioned result of Erdös and Monk

becomes a corollary of

Theorem 1 (CH). If I and Jare Fa ideals then &>(u)/I = &(a)/J.

Unfortunately, the analogous statement for FaS ideals is false (see Corollary 3.2

and Problem C). This fact has been known for a long time (see [2]), but our proof is

probably new.

So in order to solve the problem of Erdös and Ulam we have to consider more

subtle properties of Ix and Z2.

By a/1 we denote the equivalence class for the relation -,, where a ~,b iff

a Ab e Z, and by R+ the set of all positive reals.

We consider functions/such that

(i)/: a) - R+,

(ii)E„eu/(«)= oo,

(iii)limffl^oo(/(m)/E„<m/(«)) = 0.

Functions satisfying (i)-(iii) will be called £ {/-functions.

For an EU- function /and for a cz u, let

'-•ne.ac\ml\n)
if\u) = umsup—- .   .

2-*n<mJ\n)

df(a) = lim sup

and If= {a cz u: df(a) = 0}. Obviously, 7^is an ideal containing Fin.

In @( u )/Ij we define a metric by

pf(a/If,b/If) = df(aAb).

We shall prove in §3 that (^(io)/If, pf) is a complete metric space.

Theorem 3 (CH). Let f and h be EU-functions. There exists a <p: 0>(u)/If -*

¿P(o))/Ih being simultaneously an isomorphism of Boolean algebras and an isometry.

If /(«) = 1 and h(n) = (n + l)"1 for all zz, then Ix = If and Z2 = Ih because

E„<m(n + l)"1 approximates logw. Hence Theorem 3 yields a positive solution of

the problem of Erdös and Ulam.

Now we introduce some notation used throughout this paper. Let A c l?(a),

a e ^>(co). We define A/I = {a/I: a e A}. By [A, a], or [A/I, a/I] we denote the

subalgebra of ÉP(w)/I generated by A/I and a/1.

With each ideal I c i?(w) we associate a natural projection n;: ^(w) -* £P(u)/I

defined by n/(a) = a/1.

Let A cz £P(u)/I be a subalgebra. The image of a choice function, i.e. a function

S: A -> (P(w) such that S (a) cz a for all a cz A, is called a selector.

Note that there is a unique way to define Boolean operations on the image of a

choice function S to make 5 an isomorphism. We shall denote those operations

(likewise the operations on i?(u>)/I) by A, V,-; the Boolean ordering will be

denoted by < .
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It is well known that ^(wJ/Fin contains an antichain of power 2K°. It follows

from Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 that &>(u)/I contains an uncountable anti-

chain whenever / is a Borel subset of ^"(w). Hence for Borel ideals / there is no

selector S such that the operations A, V, - are the set-theoretical ones. For our

purpose it is helpful to have selectors such that A, V, - differ as little as possible

from the set-theoretical operations. Therefore we introduce the concept of a split. If

IT: A -» B is an epimorphism of Boolean algebras then a monomorphism m: B -> A

is called a split of n iff n ° m = idß.

As we observed above, the natural projection n, usually has no split. However,

for a large class of ideal I—those having property A defined below—there exists a

split for the natural projection of 5a(w)/Fin onto^(cù)/I. Subsequently, we use the

word "split" in the following sense:

Definition 0.1. Let A be a subalgebra of iP(a)/I. By a split of A we understand

a monomorphism m: A -» áa(w)/Fin such that m(a) c a for all a cz A.

Note that if S is a selector for the image of a split of i?(a)/I then for all a, b cz S

we have (a A b)A(a n b) e Fin, etc.

Definition 0.2. An ideal I çz <?(w) has property A iff for any {a¡: i cz u>] cz I

there exist ( b¡: i cz a} c / such that U(-ewo,- cz I and a¡ \ b¡ e Fin for all i cz u.

Note that the ideals Fin, Z0, Z^have property A.

A modification of the following theorem is used in the proof of Theorem 3.

Theorem 2 (CH). If I has property A then there exists a split of^(^)/I.

§z for i < 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem i. In §4 we derive some other

properties of ideals and algebras of the form ¿?(u)/I. In particular, we prove that if

I is an analytic set, then the algebra ^(co)/Z is not complete, and, moreover, if I

possesses property A, then this algebra is not S,-complete. This generalizes Sierpiñ-

ski's result asserting the nonexistence of an analytic ultrafilter. In §5 we state some

open questions.

Now we are going to explain the general method which allows us to derive

Theorems 1-3 from the lemmas proved in the appropriate sections.

We construct the isomorphism (respectively split) piece by piece. First we fix

orderings of @>(u)/I and ^(u)/J of type w,. Then we define the isomorphism by

the back-and-forth method in the following way. Assume <p: A -* B is already

defined, where A cz <?>(u)/I and B c t?(u)/J are countable subalgebras. Let

a/I cz0>(u)/I and b/J e &>(w)/J be the first elements in &>(a)/I\A and

£P(w)/J\B respectively. We extend <p to <p,: [A, a/I] -» Bx and then we find <f2:

[Bx, b/J] -» Ax extending tp"1.

If at every stage we can choose <¡p2 to be an isomorphism (and an isometry), then

after w, successive extensions the required isomorphism will be constructed.

For the construction of a spht it suffices to fix an ordering of !?(u)/I of type w,

and then to extend inductively splits defined on countable subalgebras of íP(w)/I.

So it remains to show in §§1-3 how to extend an isomorphism (monomorphism)

q>: A -* B to an isomorphism (monomorphism) \¡/ such that Dom(^) = [A, a/1] for
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a given a/I. Note that

[A, a/I] = {(a/I A c/I) v(-a/I A d/I): c/I, d/I cz A).

Lemma 0.3. Let <jp: A -* B be an isomorphism (monomorphism), a/I cz &>(o))/I

and b/J e 0>(u>)/J such that:

cp(c/I) - b/J = 0 for all c/I such that c/I < a/I,

b/J - m ( c/I ) = 0 for all c/I such that a/1 < c/I,

^ 'J b/J - <p(c/I) # 0 for all c/I such that a/I - c/I * 0,

<p ( c/I ) - b/J * 0 for all c/I such that c/I - a/1 # 0.

ZTze«   t//:   [i4, fl/Z] -* [5, 6/7].   defined  by   <p((a/I A c/I) V (-a/I A d/I)) =

(b/J A tp(c/Z)) V (-b/J A y(d/I)), is an isomorphism (monomorphism).

The verification that ^ is a well-defined function whenever b/J satisfies (l)y is

straightforward. Moreover, it follows immediately from its definition that \¡/ is an

isomorphism (monomorphism) of Boolean algebras.

Now in order to find the required extension, we need only solve the system (l)y

with respect to b/J. First we transform (1)7 into an equivalent system more

convenient for our purposes.

Since B is assumed to be countable, we can find sequences ( cJJ, dn/J, en/J:

n G «} çz B such that, for all n, k cz u, cn/J < cn+x/J < • • • < dn+x/J < dn/J,

en/J - ck/J ¥= 0, dk/J - eJJ + 0 and (I)j is equivalent to the system

cJJ < x < dJJ

(2)j en/J-x + 0 for all«.

x - eJJ * 0

(The free variable is denoted by x instead of b/J for convenience.)

Up to now we have been considering functions defined on subalgebras of

&(iu)/I, but it is much more convenient to deal with elements of ^(w) than with

objects of the form a/1. Hence we shall consider functions <p: A -> B, where A,

B c i?(w) are selectors for A/I and B/J, respectively. A function of this type will

be frequently called an isomorphism (monomorphism) of selectors (for A/I and

B/J) iff there exists a (unique) isomorphism (monomorphism) ¡p such that the

following diagram commutes:

f
A        -»        B

A/I     ^      B/J

Notice that tp as above is actually an isomorphism (monomorphism) if we

remember that A and B carry Boolean operations A, V, -.

Now we may reformulate our task as follows: Given an isomorphism (monomor-

phism) <p: A -> B of selectors for A/I and B/J and an element à/I cz ̂ (co)/I, find
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a representative a cz â/I and an isomorphism (monomorphism) of selectors \¡>

extending <p on a.

The following definition will be very convenient.

Definition 0.4. Let {an, bn, cn: n cz w} be sequences of subsets of to and let

/ c ^(w) be an ideal. We call these sequences/-regular iff a„ c an+x cz ■ ■ • cz bn+x

c bn, ck\an £ J, and bn\cn <£ J for all k,n cz u.

Lemma 0.5. Assume J g ¿P( to) is an ideal and for n g to, let än, bn be such that

• •' < â„/J KâM+1/JK'-' < b„+1/J < ô„/y < • • • .

There exist an G â„/Z and bn cz bn/J for « G to such that

■■■ Ca«Ca„+i c ••• cè„+i ca„c ••■•

Proof. Put a0 = â0, b0 = b0. Assume an and bn are already defined and put

bn + x = (bn+x U a„) n bn and an + 1 = a„ U (a„+1 n /3„+1). An easy inductive argu-

ment yields the conclusion.   D

By Lemma 0.5 we can find /-regular sequences {an, bn, cn: n cz to} such that x/J

will be a solution for (2)7 whenever x is a solution of the following system:

a„ < x < b„

(3)j c„\x <£ J       for« g to.

x \ c„ Í J

Adopting terminology from model theory, we say the Boolean algebra !?(u)/I is

Kj-saturated iff every system of the form (3), has a solution.

1. Zyideals. In this section we prove

Theorem 1'. Let I, J be Fa-ideals, A c &(w)/I, B c ^(«)//, \A\ < «0, a g

&(w)/I and (¡p: A -* B an isomorphism. Then there exist b G @>(w)/J and \p 3 <p

such that ip: [A, a] -* [B, b] is an isomorphism.

If CH holds then one can deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 1' by applying the

back-and-forth method as described in §0.

Throughout this section we denote by I an Z^-ideal. Moreover, we assume

I = (Jn(EuFn, where Fn are closed sets and Fn cz Fn+X for n cz to.

In order to prove Theorem V it suffices to show that &(w)/I is an Nrsaturated

Boolean algebra, i.e. that every system of the form (3)/ has a solution.

Lemma 1.1. Let *, n g u, b £ I and s g 2k. Then there exists an m > k such that

Us"b\[k,m) c 2"\Fn.

Proof. Put c = s~b [ (u\k). Then c <£ I, so c cz 2"\Fn and by openness of

2" \ F„ there exists an z« > * such that Uct mcz(2°\ Fn ).   D

Lemma 1.2. Let {a„, b„, cn: n g w} be I-regular sequences of subsets of <o. There

exists an element d such that a¡\d cz Fin, d \ b¡ G Fin, c¡\d <£ I and d\c, £ I for

all I cz u.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.1 we can inductively define sequences uk and vk for

* < n g o¡ such that for all * < n:

(i) uk, vk are finite sequences of O's and l's;

(ü)

Dom(uk) n Dom(w*') = Dom(t;¿) n Dom(t#')

= Dom(í;¿) n Dom(uk',) = 0    for (*, n) # (*', «');

(iii) uk cz ck\a„, vk c b„\ck;

(iv) if s = sk„ = ök<m^nukm or s = sk<n = \Jk<m<nti, then Us c 2a\F„.

Put

rf-(U«.\U U«î)uU U*
^nGco new /c<n       '        nEu k<n

Then for arbitrary / we have:

a, \¿ c a, n (J   U "Í c U   U "* e Fi«.
neu £<n n</k<n

d\b,cz  IJ   U«n*\*/C U   IK^Fin,

cx\dz>cxn\J  \JukDc,n   U  <=   U  "i.
new A:<n /<new /<«€u

¿\C,3 U   IU*V,=>   u   f„V/ =    U   i¿.
neco/:</i l<n^<¿ l<»€w

By (iv), if « > lands = s,„ = U/<m<nw„„ then

IJ   u'nczUsçz2"\Fn.
/</)Gw

Hence

U   u'ncz n(2w\F„) = 2»\Z,
/<«Eu /<n

so c¡\d £ I. The same argument shows that d\cx £ I.   D

Obviously, the element c/ satisfying Lemma 1.2 is a solution of the system (3)f.

Theorem 1' is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 0.3.   D

2. Split. For the concept of a split and property A recall Definitions 0.1 and 0.2. In

this section we prove

Theorem 2'. If I has property A,Acz &(w)/I, \A] < W0, a g &>(u)/I and m splits

A, then there exists am' D m splitting [A, a].

If CH holds, then Theorem 2 is easily deduced from Theorem 2' by the method

described in §0. We apply Theorem 2' itself in §3.

In this section I denotes an ideal having property A. We need

Lemma 2.1. Let an c an+x c bn+x c bn, a„\d cz I andd\b„ cz I for n g u. Then

there exists a d such that dAd cz I,an\d E. Fin andd > bn cz Fin for n G to.
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Proof. By property A we can find sets u„ cz (an\d) and vn c (d\bn) for n g to

such that (a„\d)\u„ cz ¥in,(d\bn)\vn cz FinandU„e„t<n,Uneuizn g I. Put

d=(dU    lJ"n)\U  V
* neto      '      neto

Obviously, dAdczl and

Ö v„f)am= IJ un\bm= 0
n e to n e to

for m g to. Hence

am\d=am\idU IJ «J C"«\(^«J = (flm\^)\"m G Fin
v neto      '

and

d\bm = (d\ [Jvn)\bmcz(d\vm)\bm = (d\bm)\vmczFin.      D
^ nSto     '

Proof of Theorem 2'. As shown in §0 it is sufficient to prove that, having a

solution d of system (3),, one can find a solution d of system (3)Fin such that

d Ad g Z. Now observe that if {a„, bn, cn: « g to} are Z-regular sequences and tí is a

solution of (3),, then d satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 is a solution

of(3)Fin.   D

3. /-ideals. We introduce the following convention: if /, g, h: co -* to and a c u

then F(a) = EB6(I/(fl), G(a) = L„eag(«) and H(a) = I„eflA(/i). Notice that for

any natural number * = (0,...,* - 1} we have F(k) = Ln<kf(n) and F({k}) =

Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 are interesting on their own and are not used to

prove Theorem 3.

Lemma 3.1. Let h be an EU-function. Then (íP(u)/Ih, ph) is a complete metric

space.

Proof. It is easy to verify that ph is a well-defined metric.

We show that any Cauchy sequence in the sense of ph has a limit.

Let (a„/Z„: « g to} be a Cauchy sequence in (^(«)/ZA, ph) and let {an:

« G to} be a corresponding sequence of arbitrary representatives. There exists a

subsequence {am: n cz to} such that ph(am /Ih, ak/Ih) <2~" for all mn < k < to.

Since any limit of {am : n g to} is simultaneously a limit of {an: n cz to}, we may

assume without loss of generality that ph(an/Ih, ak/Ih) < 2~" for all n < k < to.

Thus by the definition of ph the following holds:

dh(a„Aak) = limsupg(w2/(fl\Agt))< 2-   for all « < * < to.
m_00 ZZ(«i)

We fix a sequence ( m„: « g to} such that

(l)mo = 0,
(2) H(m n (akAa,))/H(m) < 2~k for all * < / « n and m > «i„,

(3) H(mn)/H(mn+X) < 2-" for all « G to.
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Now we define a cz to by

a r [m,„ mn + x) = an \ [mn, m„ + x)    for all zz G to.

It remains to show that a is the limit of {an: n g to}. For all zz g to we have

H(m n(a Afl))
Ph(aJh-> a/h) = hmsup -

sup

H(m)

H(m n(anAa))

H(m)

H(mn) + H([m„, mn + x) r\(anAa„)) + H([mn + X, m„+2) n(anAan + x)) +

H(m)

• • ■ + Hi[mn + k> m) n(a„^an+k))

H(m)

H(mn)    |  H(m n(anAa„+x))   | |  H(m n(anAan+x))

" H(mn + X) H(m) H(m)

00

< 2'" + £ 2'{n+k) = 2"n+1.

Hence limn^00pA(an/Z„, tz/ZÄ) = 0 and therefore a/Ih is the limit of {an/Ih:

zz G to}.    D

Corollary 3.2. Let h be as above. The Boolean algebra &>( to)/Ih is not tfx-saturated.

Hence ¿?(u)/Ihand¿P(u)/¥in are not isomorphic.

Proof. Let {an/Ih: « g to} be an increasing Cauchy sequence and let a/Ih be its

limit. If ¿P(a)/Ih were N,-saturated, there would be a b/Ih such that an/Ih < b/Ih

< a/Ih for all zz. But then

Ph ( a/h. b/Ih ) « pA ( a/Ih, an/Ih )    for all n ;

hence ph(a/Ih, b/Ih) = 0. A contradiction.   D

The proof of Corollary 3.2 yields the idea of constructing an isomorphism which is

simultaneously an isometry. But it is not hard to show that not every isometric

isomorphism of subalgebras of £P(u>)/I{ and 3P(u)/Ih may be extended over an

arbitrary element of ¿P(u)/If to an isometric isomorphism. One can actually easily

construct 8-element subalgebras and an element b such that no isometric isomor-

phism is extendable to b. Hence we must look for more precise characterizations of

elements of ^(to)/ZA.

The idea becomes much clearer if we consider a "continuous" case instead of a

"discrete" one. Now we are going to explain this "continuous" case.

Unless stated otherwise, letf,h:R + -*R+ denote continuous functions such that

/V/ = ¡R+h = °°- % B°r we denote the Boolean algebra of all Borel subsets of R +

and define

df ( a ) = lim sup   °'/°  " for every a cz Bor
x^oo ]{0.x)J
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and

If= (a G Bor:df(a) = 0).

Analogously we define dh(a) and Ih.

Theorem 3.3. Let fand h be as above. Then Bor/If and Bor/ZA are isomorphic.

There is a very short proof of Theorem 3.3 making no use of CH, but it gives no

idea how to prove Theorem 3. We shall sketch here a more sophisticated proof of

Theorem 3.3 under the assumption of CH, which we shall "translate" afterwards

into a proof of Theorem 3.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.3. The following definition is crucial in our

proof.

Definition, (a) A family X çz £?(R+) is called an/-partition iff

(i)X= {Xm:mcz u},X0 = [ 0, x0), Xm+X = [xm, xm+x) form cz to, and

(ü)"L = fxJ/ho,xJ-*0.
(b) Let X be an /-partition and a g Bor. We define a function Bf x(a): u -» [0,1],

called the/-behaviour of a with respect to X, by

Bf,x(a)(m) = j Xaf/f f-

Let X be an /-partition.

Observation 1. For every a, b cz Bor, if Bf x(a) = Bf x(b) then df(a) = df(b).

Observation 2. For any /, h there exists an /-partition X and an /z-partition Y

such that Ix f = ¡y h I0r au< w g to.

Until the end of this sketch we fix f,h, X,Y satisfying the conclusion of

Observation 2.

Observation 3. If a, b g Bor and Bf x(a)(m) = BhY(b)(m) for all but finitely

many m g to, then df(a) = dh(b).

Observation 4. If P = {pm: m cz u} is any sequence of reals such that 0 < pm < 1

for all m G to, then there exists an a g Bor such that Bf x(a)(m) = pm for all z« g to.

In other words, if P is any possible behaviour, there exists an a g Bor /-behaving

with respect to X exactly like P.

Definition. Let A, B ç Bor and <p: A -* B a function. We say that <p is well

behaved if it preserves behaviour, i.e. if Bf x(a)(m) = Bh Y(<p(a))(m) for all a g A

and all but finitely many m.

Observation 5. Let A, B cz Bor be countable, y: A -> B a well-behaved function,

and 9: A/If -> B/Ih an isomorphism such that the following diagram commutes:

<p
A        ^        B

n,r i I n,,

A/If     -     B/Ih
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Furthermore, let a cz Bor be such that a/If <£ A/If. Then there exist Â^> A and

B d B, a well-behaved function ^ 3 tp and an isomorphism t//: /i/Zy -» /3/ZA such

that a cz Â and the following diagram commutes:

A        -*        B

n,,l in,,

i//7    i    ß/Z,

Now let us return to our essential task. Until the end of this section the letters /, g, h

will denote ¿{/-functions.

As indicated earlier, we shall " translate" the proof of Theorem 3.3. However, the

" translation" is not as literal as one might desire and we would like to explain the

main differences.

—We shall not redefine the concept of behaviour, for our proof makes no explicit

use of it.

—Lemma 3.5 expresses essentially the same fact as Observation 1. We chose a

different formulation for technical reasons.

—It is usually not possible for a given behaviour P to find an a c to behaving

"exactly like P". So we must look for elements behaving "similarly". Under this

modification Observation 4 may be regarded as a special case of Lemma 3.8.

—The most serious difficulties arise in the translation of Observation 2. Even if

we are looking for partitions X and Y such that hmm^lx\F(Xm) - ZZ(Y"m)| = 0, we

might be unsuccessful. The following trick helps us in overcoming these difficulties:

We fix a function g' and show that i?(u)/If ~ £?(u)/Ig, for all / under considera-

tion. This suffices for proving Theorem 3. Moreover, for any fixed/we may choose a

function g and a g-partition Y such that F(Xm) = G(Ym) for all m cz w, and

dg(a) = dg,(a) for every a c to. Notice that ^(to)/Zg = ¿P(u)/Ig,. Hence we will be

done if we prove &(u)/If = @(w)/Ig.

Proof of Theorem 3.

Definition 3.4. A family X c &>(u) is called an /z-partition iff:

(i)X= {Xm:m cZic},X0 = [0,xo),Xm+x = [xm,xm+x) for m cz w;

(iî)whm = F(Xm)/F(xm)^0;

(iii)dhm = maxn.xJh(n)/H(XJ] - 0.

We write wm and dm rather than w„ and dhn if no confusion arises.

Let / be fixed.

Lemma 3.5. If X is an f-partition then

F(anxm)
df(a) = limsup———^—   for all a c to.

m—>oo "v^m/
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Proof. Let xm < « < xm+x. Then

F(ann) = F(a n *J       F(a n [xm, zz))

F(zz) ~   F(zz) F(n)

< ^(^nxm)       F([xm,zz)) + F([«,xm+1))

"     F(xJ F(n) + F([«,xm+1))

; F(«nxJ       F(A-m+1) _ f(anxj

"     F(xJ      +  F(xm+1)  '       F(*J

Hence

F(a n x„.)       , .   .      ,. F(a n zz)
hmsup——;—r— ^ df(a) = hmsup        .   .     .   D

m-»oo *\Xm) n->oo * \n )

Lemma 3.6. Let g'(n) = (n + l)"1. F/iere ex/si an f-partition X = {Xm: m g to}, a

g '-partition Y = {Ym: m cz u) and a function g such that

(a) Y is a g-partition,

(h)dg = dg,,

(c)F(Xm)=G(Ym)forallmczu.

Proof.

Stage A: Construction of X. For each natural number / > 0 we fix an N¡ such that

f(k)/F(k) < 1/212 for all * > Nh X will be constructed inductively. We put

X0 = [ 0, x0) for some x0 satisfying F(x0) > 20 and x0 > N5. Having constructed

xm = [xm_,,xm), we define

lm = max{l':Nr < xm &F(xJ > 4/'},

xm+x = min{*: F([xm, k))/F(k) > I/2lm) and

-*m-H  =   [xmi xm + l)-

Stage B: X is an f-partition. Point (i) of Definition 3.4 is trivially satisfied. We

check (ii) and (hi). Let e > 0 be arbitrary. For sufficiently large m the following

holds:

1/e < lm and

HXm+l)   ^ F(Xm+l)-f(xm+x)       f(xm+x) 1        J_

Wm+1      Hxm+i)      '    F(xm+i - 1) Hx^i)   * 2L      211

f(n)                         /(«)        F(xm+l)  ^   1      -.   <
dm+x =   max   ——-r =    max   —-r • ——-r < — • 2/m < e.

neXm + 1 F(Xm + x) n<BXm+l ï(xm + x)       Z(Am + 1) 2l¿m

Thus wm -» 0 and dm -» 0, proving (ii) and (hi).

Siage C: Construction of Y. Let j>_x = 0, ^OT = max(*: Zy¡> ̂ „<k(n + l)"1 <

F(Xm)} and Tm = [ ym.x, ym) for all m > 0.
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Stage D: Y is a g'-partition. First note that for all z« g <o,

ev v     a ^ F(xm+X)       F(xm)       4/m
F(Xm+x) > —- > -jj— > jj- = 2.

'-tm L'»l L'm

Hence, for all w g to \ {0},

G'(Ym) > F(Xm) - -±j > F(Xm) - 1 > 1.

Thus

and

_G'(Ym)        F^l
G'(ym)       F(xm)

a¿ mav      g(") S(n) 1        A ndgm+x -   max  ———r = ———r < ——-r -» 0.
n<EYm+1 G (Ym+X)       G (Ym+X)      ym + 1

Stage E: Definition of g satisfying (a) a«*/ (c). We define

¡n\ = h'(") + F(Xm) -G'(Ym)   if n =ym.x for some m>0,

\g'(n)   otherwise.

g satisfies (c) by definition; we show that it satisfies (a):

G(Ym)       F(Xm)
ws = - = - = w1 —* 0
Wm      G(ym)       F(xm)      W">     U'

d> = max SinL < *'<*-'> + F(Xm)-G'(Ym)m    ÎS g(0 <   G(yj   +       G(yj

^-i + !       ^ + 1

5iage F: g satisfies (b). Let a = {ym: m > -1}. First we show that dg(a) = dg,(a)

= 0. Fix e > 0 and let AZ0, Mx be such that for all * > AZ0,

*U)     <^    and    ̂ H<^.
G(Yk+x)       2 G(^)       2"

For m > Mx the following holds:

cíaíij-j    g(v^0)     s(y«0) + ••• + g(ym-i)

G(jÜ       '  G(yUi)       G(yMo+1)+    •   +G(yj

„  e E(yk)      .
< ^ +     max    ———r < e.

By Lemma 3.5 dg(a) = 0. An analogous proof shows that dg,(a) = 0.
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Now let b be such that b n a = 0. We shall be done if we show that dg(b) =

dg,(b) for such b. First we notice that G(b n Ym) = G'(b n Ym) for every «z. Hence

G(bnym)       G'(bnym) _r(. ,G'(ym) - G(ym)

G(ym) G'(ym) W   "ym) G(ym)-G'(ym)

= G(bnym)G'{ay^G^y'")
K       ym)        G(ym)-G'(ym)

G(bnym)     G'(anym)       G'(b n ym)     G(af)ym)
<

«£

+
G(ym) G'(ym) G'(ym)

G'(anym)       G(anym)

G'(ym)

For an arbitrary c ç to we have

+
G(ym)

G(ym)

dJa) + dg(a) = 0.

dg(c) = dg(c\a) = dg,(c\a) = dg,(c).

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.6.   D

For the rest of the proof we fix g, X = {Xm: m g u) and Y = {Ym: m g w},

satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 3.6.

Lemma 3.7. Let a,b c u be such that

¡F(anxm) _ G(bnYm)

«Tool    F(Xm) G(Ym)

Then df(a) = dg(b).

Proof. We fix e > 0 and choose A7 g to large enough that

F(anxm)     G(bnYm)

F(Xm) G(Ym)
< -T    for all m > N.

Further, we choose M g u such that F(xN)/F(xM) < e/2.

Then îor m > M the following holds:

F(a n xm)       G(bnym)

F(xm) G(ym)

\F(a n xm) - G(b n ym)\

F(xm)

\F(anxN)-G(bnyN)\

F(xM)

\F(a n xN+x) - G(b n YN+X)\ + ■■■ + \F(a n *J - G(b n ym)|
+

^ e/2 + e/2 = £.

Hence ify(a) = dg(b) by Lemma 3.5.   D
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Lemma 3.8. Let b0,...,bk_x be pairwise almost disjoint subsets of u, Z an h-

partition, u'm nonnegative reals such that

lim
m->oo

H(b,nzm)

H(Zm)
— u\ 0   for all I < k.

Moreover, let 0 < v'm < u'm for I < k and z« G to. Then there exists a b c u such that

lim
m->oo

H(bnb,nzm)

H(zm)
— vi 0.

and ifv'm = 0, then b n bx n Z„

Proof. We choose M cz u large enough that the sets bx n (u\ZM),...,bk n

(w\ZM) are pairwise disjoint and put b n ZM= 0. Then we define successively

b n Zm for m > M so that |ZZ(zj n b, n Zm)/H(Zm) - v^,] is as small as possible for

all / < *. It is easily seen that ior m> M,l < k:

H(bnb,nzm)

H(Zm)
— v' ^

ff(zj n^zM ZZ(n) '
+ max

By Definition 3.4, b is as required.   D

Now we are going to define a well-behaved isomorphism. As indicated in §0, we

shall not construct the isomorphism on elements of £?(u)/If, but on a selector.

Definition 3.9. (a) We call A c ^(to) a sphtting subset for Ih and write

A G SSIh iff A is a selector îorA/Ih and there exists a split it: A/Ih -* A /Fin.

(b) Let A G 5SZ, and B g SSZ   We say that a function (p: A -» t3 is well behaved

iff

lim
*"(* n A-J

n^m)

G(y(a)nA-J

G(A-m)
= 0    for all a

(c) A well-behaved function <p is called a homomorphism (isomorphiss) iff there

exist homomorphisms (isomorphisms) 9 and <p such that the following diagram

commutes:

A/If

ta i

/4/Fin

Sa i

A

B/I,

l TB

73/Fin

l Sg

B

Here mA, mB denote splits, and SA, SB choice functions.

Remark 3.10. In the previous definition m, 9 and <p are unique. Hence in point (c)

it suffices to require the existence of 9.

Claim 3.11. Let <p: A -» B be a well-behaved homomorphism. Then <p is a

monomorphism and an isometry.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.7, d¡(a) = dg(q>(a)) for every (¡6/1. Hence Kerm = 0. D

As indicated in §0, Theorem 3 would be proved if we show how to extend a

well-behaved isomorphism between countable A, B c &(u) over any given a/If G

@(w)/If to a well-behaved isomorphism. One may doubt whether we should prove

additionally that <p_1 may be extended over any given b/Ig, for our assumptions

about/and g are not symmetric. But the proof of the following lemma makes no use

of additional properties of g.

Lemma 3.12. Assume A, B c ¿P(u), <p: A -* B is a well-behaved isomorphism,

\A\ < N0, and â g ¿P(u>). Then there exist an a g a/I¡, countable A, B c ^(w) anda

well-behaved isomorphism ip: A -* B such that a cz A, A cz A, B cz B and ^ [ A = <p.

Proof. By Definition 3.9(a), A g SSIf and B g 55Zg. Hence there exist sphts mA

and % and choice functions S, 5", SA, SB such that the following diagrams commute:

A/If

A /Fin *M 73/Fin

Furthermore, let <p, ̂ denote isomorphisms such that the following diagram com-

mutes:

A/If

"a I

¿/Fin

ill

A

i %

fi/Fin

73

Let ¿' = [A, a],. By Theorem 2' there exists a split t^: A' -» !?(u)/Ym extend-

ing trA. We choose choice functions TA and T extending SA and S, respectively, such

that the following diagram commutes:

£?(co)/Fin

and put A = T(A'),a = T(â/If).

Let A/If= \JieuA¡, where ¿, c ¿/+1 and the A/s are finite subalgebras. Let

5'0,... ,ä'k(i) be the atoms ofAt. For z g to,y < k(i) we denote

flj-s(a}),  &; = 9(«j)-

By our assumption, for any given i the sets a'0,.. -,a'k(i) (respectively b'0,.. .,b'k(i))

are pairwise almost disjoint.
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(1)

By Lemma 3.8 we may choose bt such that for/ < *(/):

F(anaijnxm)     G^njniJ
O'J =

F(Xm)

an a'n Xm= 0

G(Ym)
0,

binbijnYm 0.(2)

Since <p is well-behaved, we have also

F(-ana-nxm)    c(-/3,n/3;nym)
(3) O'J =

F(Xm) G(Ym)
0.

Now let M, be large enough that for m ^ AZ,- and/ < k(i) the following holds:

1 ^. , 1
O'J < oy <

i ■ k(i) ' m      i ■ k(i)

and the operations of T([A¡, a]¡) and Bj restricted to « \ xM¡ (respectively to \yM)

coincide with the set-theoretical operations (i.e. c V d [ (to \ xM ) = c [ (to \ xM ) U

d\ (<o\xMj),etc).

Let b = U/e<A n [yw., yM^) and t3' = [v3, b]Ig. By Theorem 2' and (2) there

exist a split tb extending mB and choice functions T, TB such that T'(b/Ig) = b and

the following diagram commutes:

B'~

,| -^

^(to)/Fin-^>^(ío)

We define B = T'(B'). Now for every c cz Â we fix ax, a2cz A such that c =

(ax A a)V (a2 A -a) and define

i(c) = (<p(ax) Ab) v(<p(a2) A-b).

Sublemma 3.13. For every c G A,

F(cnanxm)     G(<p(c) n b n Ym)
lim

m—» oo

= 0.
F(*J G(yM)

Proof. Let c g ¿ and e > 0. There is an / such that 1// < e and c g A,.

For m > M, there exists an i>/ such that AZ, < «z < AZ/+1. Obviously, c g A¡.

Hence c = dQV ■ ■ • V du, where dj = a\ for some * < *(z) and u < k(i). By the

definition of M¡ and ¿z we have (d} A a) n Xm = dj n a n Xm, (<p(dj) Ab)C\Ym =

<p(dj) n bt n Ym and

F(cnflnAm)     G(<p(c)n/3n ym)

F(Zj G(Ym)

F(djnanxm)     GJy^nbnYn)

G(Ym)
<£

7 = 0

7 = 0

1

i ■ k(i)      i      I

This concludes the proof of Sublemma 3.13.   D
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Corollary 3.14. For every c cz A,

F(cn-anxm)    G(<p(c) n - b n Ym)
hm

m -»oo F(Xm) G(Ym)
0.    D

Corollary 3.15. For every c cz A, ax, a2, ax, a2 g A, if c = (ax A a) V (a2 A

— a) = (ä, A a) V (a2 A - a), then

(<p(ax) A b)v(<p(a2) A - b) = (<p(âx) A b)v(<p(a2) A - b).   D

Thus by Lemma 0.3 \p as defined above is a homomorphism.

Corollary 3.16. For every c cz Â,

F(c n xm)     G(t(c)nYm)
lim

m-» oo F(Xm) G(Ym)
0.    D

Thus \¡/ is well behaved and by Claim 3.11 ^ is a well-behaved monomorphism.

Moreover, \p is an epimorphism by the definition of B. Lemma 3.12 is therefore

proved.   D

We conclude this section with an interesting corollary of Theorem 3.

Corollary 3.17 (CH). For every EU-function f the algebra £?(u)/If is homoge-

neous.

Proof. Let h(n) = I for all zz. Obviously, ^(u)/Ih is homogeneous. By Theorem

3, a3 ( to )/If is homogeneous for every E [/-function /.   D

4. Remarks on completeness. In this section we prove that an algebra í?(u)/I is

incomplete or even not N, -complete provided that the ideal I has some nice

properties.

The following two propositions were proved by Sierpihski (see [3]). We include

their proofs for completeness. By Z* we denote the filter dual to the ideal I.

Proposition 4.1. If I has the property of Baire, then I is of first category.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a basic set Us such that Us \ I is of

first category. By Fin c I this implies ^(u>)\I is of first category. On the other

hand there exists a homeomorphism <p: ̂ (w) -» ^(to) such that @(I) = I* cz

&>( to ) \ I. Hence I is of first category, contradiction.   D

Proposition 4.2. Assume m is the measure generated by m(Us) = 2~'h(s) for

s G 2<u. If I is m-measurable, then m(I) = 0.

Proof. Let z«(Z) = x. By Fin c I we have m(Us n Z) = x ■ m(Us) = x ■ 2"'*(i)

for s g 2<u. This easily implies m(V n I) = x ■ m(V) for all open V. Let {^},eu

be a sequence of open supersets of I such that lim,^xm(V,) = m(I) = x. Then

x=  lim m(l n Vt) = x ■  hmm(Vi) = x2.
i -» oo ; -> oo

On the other hand, x «s \ by z«(Z) = m(I*) and I n Z* = 0. Hence x = 0.   O
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The interesting question is: does there exist an analytic ideal on to such that the

algebra ¿P(u>)/I is complete? As we will show the answer is zzo.

The following lemma may be regarded as a corollary of Théorème 2.1(h) in [4].

The reader interested in measurable ideals (filters) and such having the Baire

property may find more interesting facts about them in that paper.

Lemma 4.3. Let I be an ideal of first category. Then there exist an element c cz @>(u)

and a monomorphism h such that h: áa(to)/Fin -» ¿P(c)/I.

Proof. Let I c \JnYn be such that Yn cz Yn + X for all « g to and the y„'s are closed

nowhere dense subsets of ^(to). By an easy induction one can construct sequences

{ xn} n e to and {dn} „ e „ satisfying the following conditions :

(i) x0 = 0, x„ cz to;

(ii) dncz [xn,xn+x);

(hi) dn * 0 ;

(iv) £W„)r*„+1 c ^(«)\ Yn for every 5 c [ 0, x„).

Now put c = \J„eadn and h (a/Fin) = (Un(Ead„)/Z. Clearly h is a well-defined

homomorphism of Boolean algebras. By (iv), if a is infinite, then h( a/Fin) <£ Y„ for

any «; hence h(a/Fin) <£ I. It turns out that h is a monomorphism.   D

Theorem 4.4. If I is of first category, then £?(o¡)/I is not complete.

Proof. Let A be a set of pairwise incompatible elements of i?(u)/Fin of power

2K°. Take h and c as in the conclusion of Lemma 4.3. The set B = h(A) has power

2K°. The elements of B are incompatible in &(c)/I, hence they are incompatible in

!?(w)/I. By the cardinality argument there exists a subset of B without a supremum

in&>(u)/I.   D

Theorem 4.5. If I has property A and is of first category, then á8(co)/Z is not

o-complete.

Proof. We keep the notation from the proof of Lemma 4.3. Take a sequence

{zz„}„eu such that for zz g to we have an c an+x, an+x\an <£ I and a„ is a union of

dm's. Let an \ b g I for each n g to. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a representative b of

b/I such that a„\Z>GFin for each « g to. Now take dkn such that dk c

(an+x \an) n b. Obviously b' = b\\J„eudk is such that a„\b' cz I and b\b' ¿ I.

Hence the sequence {an }n(El0 has no supremum.   D

5. Problems. We conclude with a list of open problems.

A. Can one remove CH from the assumptions of Theorems 1, 2 and 3?

We suggest that the answer is no. The following seems to be easier.

B. Reprove Theorems 1 and 3 using MA instead of CH.

Notice that at least in the case of Theorem 1 some new ideas are necessary,

because by the existence of so-called to,tof- gaps, á?(to)/Fin is not to2-saturated.

It is easy to construct an ideal I g FaS\Fa such that the algebra &>(w)/I is not

homogeneous. By Corollary 3.17, Û"(u)/I * SP(u)/If for any £t/-function /, at

least if CH holds.
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C. Is it true that if Z, J cz FaS \ Fa and &>(u)/I, @>(a)/J are homogeneous, then

0»(u)/l - ^(to)/Z?

D. Is the assumption that the ideal I has property A necessary in Theorem 4.5?
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